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Get Over it! -- Banker/Corporate Interests Control Western Governments
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Presidents and Prime Ministers do what they are Told
Surely the REALITY of Global Banking and Corporatist cartels running (ruining) the
global economy and exercising complete control over western governments is widely
KNOWN today? Even the dimmest dipsomaniac commentators, analysts and academics
seem to have finally caught on. However, some (very few) dipso-journos etc, continue to
mis-represent/report the stark REALITY around them!
The thinking, AWARE world of today continues to be confronted with obfuscating headlines and
titles such as the following by 'Professor' (from a Cornflakes packet) James Petras: "Obama Raises
the Military Stakes: Confrontation on the Borders with China and Russia." The reality is
Obama, and other western 'leaders,' do nothing of their own volition!
The short bio at the end of his article describes Mr Petras as having written 64 books etc, read it for
yourselves and then attempt to fathom how or why this Professor (Emeritus) hasn't smelled the
Banking cunt in his face or felt the Corporate dick up his arse -- and no apologies for the language,
as the situation clearly calls for it!
"James Petras is a Bartle Professor (Emeritus) of Sociology at Binghamton University,
New York. He is the author of 64 books published in 29 languages. He has a long history
of commitment to social justice, working in particular with the Brazilian Landless
Workers Movement for 11 years. In 1973-76 he was a member of the Bertrand Russell
Tribunal on Repression in Latin America. He writes a monthly column for the Mexican
newspaper, Le Jornada, and previously, for the Spanish daily, El Mundo. He received his
B.A. from Boston University and Ph.D. from the University of California at Berkeley."
Give me a break! Obama does what he's TOLD (by commercial interests) as do All other
western leaders. The title should read 'Puppet Obama .. '
Today, there are NO excuses for professionals and academics missing the point or failing to mention
the OVERRIDING POLITICAL REALITY.
'Wall St,' Banking and Corporate elites determine ALL policy for Western governments that is an
obvious GIVEN TODAY! Anyone that refers to puppet politicians as if they somehow 'lead'
ANYTHING is either deluded, working in the interests of the cartels or is an insular clown that risks
assigning themselves to obscurity. For fuck's sake, GET OVER IT!
Take a look at puppets Cameron, Sarkozy and Merkel for instance; the three of them completely
ruled by the Reserve Banking System and energy/Oil companies!
When European leaders fail to toe the DICTATED line, as occurred in Greece and Italy (and Libya),
they are quickly REMOVED and replaced by Goldman Sachs/Reserve Bankers AND members of the
nefarious Trilateral Commission, for Christ's sake -- in Australia we call Brazen occurrences, 'DICKin-the-FACE REALITY', Mr Petras!
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Which brings me to the Oz PM, Juliar Gillard, who bent over forwards and backwards to
UNDEMOCRATICALLY I-M-P-O-S-E a Goldman Sachs designed Carbon Tax on the vehemently
protesting Oz population; an act which will cost her Party dearly but do the Banking and
Transnational cartels care, they promise cushy positions and rewards after services rendered in
political life -- WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN OVER THE PAST FEW DECADES, Mr Petras (and others
who should KNOW better)?
Get a grip! Even those PASSIVE, directionless, PATHETIC 'Occupy' clowns who can't even formulate
a simple agenda or develop a political strategy were at least able to IDENTIFY the PROBLEM -- Wall
Street!
I give you all 'sober' warning, you drunkards; those commentators, journalists, analysts and
academics that fail to address today's glaring REALITY will be relegated to obscurity and ignored -how are you going to pay for your mortgages and booze then? Your current employers would simply
draw on the stable of willing-to-please desperados to REPLACE YOU! Maintain your
viability/readerships and at least report events ACCURATELY.
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